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FOREWORD
Every half decade or so, zoning comes forth with a hero, a belle noire, or an
Armageddon of some sort. Five years ago, it was the consequences of taking'
and the Sherman Antitrust Act. 2 Ten years ago, it was transfer development
rights.3 Fifteen years ago, it was exclusionary zoning,4 and twenty years ago,
it was landmarks. 5 Today, it is exactions.
Webster defines "exactions" as follows: "1 a: the act or process of
exacting b: EXTORTION 2 something exacted; esp: a fee, reward, or
contribution demanded or levied with severity or injustice." 6 Perhaps that
definition suggests that the title of this issue is not a neutral enough term for
the subject of these articles. A community that engages in this practice would
insist that in approving a subdivision or granting a zoning change it has
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conferred a windfall on the applicant and is simply taking its fair share-a
taxable capital gain, in effect. It would also point to the precarious financial
conditions or to the various state schemes that place restrictions on its ability
to impose taxes. 7 Or it may, as Connors and High suggest,8 label the act as
"linkage" between the development and the burden the particular growth will
foist on the community.
Exactions are becoming an increasingly common phenomena. On April 2,
1982, the first paragraph of a story in the San Francisco Chronicle read as
follows:
The Hilton Hotel chain won permission last night to build a 26-story slab-shaped
addition to its Tenderloin operation on the condition that it pay more than $1 million
to subsidize low-income housing in the area.
The subsidy, which Hilton executives had rejected only a year ago, follows similar
concessions last year by two other chains, Holiday and Ramada, in order to get
Tenderloin permits. 9
In one of the last cases in which I was involved, a developer of a very large
tract of residences-over one thousand units-was invited by the town to
build an olympic-sized swimming pool on the other side of town. He did, and
was issued his permits. In another case, a village approved issuance of a
permit to our client, a large corporation, on the condition that it agreed in
writing to pay the first $25,000 should neighbors file a lawsuit. The neighbors
did file, and the corporation paid.
In each of these cases one can imagine the initial reaction of the
"extractee"-outrage. In each case he surely went to his attorney and asked
two questions: (1) How long will it take to get a final answer in court if we
challenge this condition?; and (2) How much will it cost?
The answers probably were: (1) It will take three to four years, with the
possibility of defeat; and (2) It will cost tens if not hundreds of thousands of
dollars.
By the time the developer approaches his attorney, he has invested a large
sum of front-end money and has a great deal of interest in obtaining a permit.
Moreover, he wants the permit immediately. He takes out his pencil, does
some calculating, and decides to pay up. This example is a classic illustration
of what I call "municipal leverage."
Great variations exist in the form and substance of exactions. Some
exactions, such as the Boston ordinance Connors and High describe,I( are set
forth in an enacted law, which at least alerts the prospective developer to the
amount due. Other exactions are ad hoc, depending on what the city council
or the planning commission deems appropriate at the time.
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Are exactions a taking that should not be permissible in the absence ofjust
compensation? Under any of the many theories of when a taking occurs, the
unsatisfactory answer seems to be maybe yes, maybe no. Certainly exactions
hardly fit the Holmesian premise that it is the magnitude of the loss taken that
determines whether the regulation goes too far.'' Some exactions are very
modest, some are extreme. Yet so far few, if any, have been held to constitute
a taking. Nor do exactions fit the more traditional approach to noxious uses
that the first Justice Harlan took in Mugler v. Kansas. 12 Harlan reasoned that
the abatement of a noxious use is not a taking of property because such a use
is not in the public interest. Instead of exacting a payment for continuing the
activity, however, the activity was simply banned altogether.
Exactions also fail to fit the harm-benefit dichotomy. First articulated by
Professor Ernest Freund eighty-three years ago,13 and more recently receiving
scholarly support,' 4 this theory holds that government may regulate to
prevent harm, but if it attempts to take some benefit, it must pay. Although
generally discredited,' 5 this concept may have some plausibility in exaction
cases. A demand that a developer pay to widen a highway in front of its
subdivision entrance appears to negate a harm that could arise from increased
traffic. Similarly, a demand that a developer pay a $300 or $500 fee per house
constructed into a school or park fund seems reasonable if there is an
assumption that there will be a direct burden on those public services.' 6
Linkage, the relationship between high-rise office buildings, low paying jobs,
and the need for additional low- and moderate-income housing, also appears
to offset a clear public burden.' 7 Many exactions, however, appear to be
completely ad hoc and unrelated to the proposed development. The request
for construction of a public swimming pool, five miles away from a
development, can hardly be linked to that development. Moreover, requiring
the developer to pay any litigation costs incurred by the municipality appears
intended both to mitigate any harm to the municipal fisc and to benefit the
town's coffers.
Other theories that distinguish permissible from impermissible takings
also reveal the problematic nature of exactions. Professor Joseph Sax's first
test for determining whether the state has taken private property without just
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compensation,' 8 for instance, is troubling. He suggests that the appropriate
test is whether the government is taking property in the process of
"enhancement of its resource position in its enterprise capacity"-if so,
"compensation is constitutionally required."' 9 If the government is merely
mediating a dispute in its arbitral capacity, however, no compensation is
required. In most exaction cases the government seems to be engaging in an
act of acquisition of resources, yet no claim for damages is demanded or
obtained. At most, the demand is declared invalid.20
Whatever the shape or substance of the municipal demands, the course of
this practice, as Marlin Smith notes, has occasionally been slow-footed but
always inexorable. 2 1 It reminds one of Justice Holmes' aphorism on "the
petty larceny of the police power." 22
Municipal exaction demands are by no means coming to an end. Indeed,
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